Interventions and Assessments of Bilateral Upper Extremity Movement for Stroke Patients

Introduction

Recovery of bilateral upper extremity function is a core element for stroke patients with hemiplegia. Because most activities of daily living are included bilateral upper extremity tasks, stroke patients with affected upper limb may have difficulty performing activities of daily living tasks [1]. This result can negatively affect on participation of daily living and quality of life. Thus, most occupational therapists provide bilateral upper extremity training with stroke patients in rehabilitation center or hospitals [2].

There are three main types of bilateral upper extremity training; functional task training (FTT), bilateral training with rhythmic auditory cues (BATRAC), and robot-assisted training (RAT) [3]. These bilateral upper extremity therapies can activate with affected hemisphere, especially the secondary motor areas, by interhemispheric connections [4]. The positive change of neural mechanism leads to improvement of complementary bilateral functional skills, as well as, functional level of paretic arm [5].

We will review the current three bilateral training studies including effect and standard tool for assessing post bilateral training.

Interventions

Functional task training (FTT)

FTT is consisted of bilateral tasks based on activities of daily living such as making coffee, typing, cutting fruit et al. In a comparative study (FTT versus occupational therapy) including 30 participants with hemiplegic stroke, it was investigated on the effectiveness of bilateral arm training for improving upper limb function using Fugl-Meyer assessment (FMA) and Box and Block Test (BBT) assessment. The result of this study was reported that FTT using bilateral upper extremity with general occupational therapy might be more effective than occupational therapy alone for improving upper extremity function [6].

Bilateral training with rhythmic auditory cues (BATRAC)

BATRAC is a protocol providing bilateral arm symmetrical and asymmetrical movement accompanied by rhythmic auditory cueing. Shahine and Shafshak (2014) investigated about effects of BATRAC on both upper extremity motor performance and motor evoked potential comparing traditional therapeutic exercise for patients with stroke. Outcome measures were included FMA and Transcranial magnetic stimulation. The result was found that there was a significant increase in motor performance and motor evoked potential parameters in the BATRAC group [7].

Robot-assisted training (RAT)

RAT is an intervention approach that assists high-intensity, high-repetition, and task-specific training. In study used the Bi-Manu-Track as a robot tool, participants received RAT that provides bilateral training of wrist and forearm movements. The primary outcome was kinematic variables, and secondary outcomes were included Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) for motor function assessment. The result showed that it was significantly improved upper extremity motor control [8].

Discussion

The review indicated that bilateral upper extremity training can dramatically improve motor function of stroke patients with hemiplegia. But most studies were used instruments for assessing motor function of hemiplegic side, not bilateral upper extremity function. Assessment tools used for unilateral (paretic) upper extremity have low sensitivity to changes in functional movement level of bilateral upper extremity [9]. It is very important to use instrument for evaluating movement pattern of bilateral upper extremity exactly. Further research is needed to evaluate the accuracy of outcome bilateral upper extremity interventions.
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